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After that I picked up Galore, and we started to casually listen to her at home, but with only half an
ear from me. I took the disc to work, and
was giving it a spin in my cube one day and ,,
the lines from A New England just struck me:
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My own introduction
in~'
fan for forever (or at least since my 13th birthday when friends gave me a copy of Strangeways Here
We Come on cassette,) and I'd listened to Red Hot+ Blue a bunch in whilst in university, but I'd not
made the connection then. Not really. It wasn't until I was shopping for a Father's Day gift for my
dad that I came across Tropical Brainstorm and thought he might enjoy it that I *really* discovered
her.

I saw two shooting stars last night
I wished on them but they were only satellites
It's wrong to wish on space hardware
I wish, I wish, I wish you'd care

Then it was ON ...
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One of the joys of the modern age is that we can use algorithms within certain pieces of software
to generate musical playlists based on certain criteria, and certain musical files will play. Voila!
Because we employ these highly technical skills in the home, we have the honor of having a playlist
that contains six or seven Kirsty Maccoll albums, and will shuffle the songs about at will. (We also
apply the same techniques to The Smiths, The Police, The Eurythmics, and Weird Al Yankovic albums
and songs, among others ... but I digress.)
This project was conceived, as all the best projects are, (those not thought up in the shower, at any
rate) whilst sitting around the kitchen table dining and drinking. My sweeties and I were sharing a
meal, and as usual, Kirsty was playing on the stereo from the other room . As on other occasions,
the conversation turned to her music, and how much we loved her, how seemingly underrated and
unknown she was, and just why was that anyway?! Being the zine lovin' action-oriented folks that we
are, and with no small help of several glasses of wine, someone threw out the audacious suggestion
that we get off our collective arses and help to spread the gospel through electro-mechanical means.
And thus Us Amazonians was born.
Within these pages you'll find stories of love and loss, discovery, chronology, and some minor
pedantry. Mostly, though, myself and the other contributors channel our experiences with her into the
~solid desire to share with the world the legacy and music ofThe One and Only Kirsty Maccoll.
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THEN IT HAPPENED TO ME...
When I was in high school, our local PBS
channel aired "Rock and Roll Disciples", a
documentary about hard-core Elvis fans dealing
(or not) with his death five years on. There was
no narration, but it was clear that the subjects
were being presented as objects of ridicule, or,
at the very least, a cautionary tale. And why
not? One proudly tells of how she divorced her
husband after seeing "Blue Hawaii"; another
talks about leaving her family (husband and
children) and moving to Memphis to be closer
to Elvis' grave. Thanks to our giant VCR and
repeated viewings, my brother and I soon had
every line memorized.
The people profiled in Rock and Roll Disciples
were extreme cases, to be sure, but I used to
· marvel at how many "regular" people mourned
singers like Elvis or John Lennon. Then it
happened to me. I got an instant message
out of the blue from someone I barely knew
asking if I'd heard the news ... Kirsty Maccoll
was dead.
I didn't believe it at first. I thought it was a
joke, or maybe a rumor spun out of control.
But some quick internet searching confirmed
the news.
And yes, I mourned. I felt like I had lost a
friend, someone who got me though bad
times and checked in once in a while during
good times to make sure they were still good.
Asmart friend who told funny stories about
the people in her life and the adventures
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by John Caracci
they get themselves into. Acaring friend who
understood the human condition, and embraced
the good parts while accepting the bad parts.
An idealized friend, to be sure, but everything
I've heard or read about Kirsty Maccoll leads
me to believe that she more than lived up to my
golden image of her.

Young, Warm, Wild and Free:
The Unconventional Desire of Kirsty Maccoll
by Chris Wilde
Kirsty MacColl's recording career was nothing short of a clusterfuck beyond her control from the lack
of promotion of her first single in 1979 to her tragic sudden death in 2000. Despite living her life at
the latter half of the 20th Century, her visions of love, relationships and expressions of sexual desire
are a foreshadow of the range of lyrical topics available to women performers in the 21st Century. They
are a foreshadow of the range of lyrical topics available to women performers today. I came up with
the following short playlist of Kirsty's songs, in chronological order, to illustrate how she expressed her
vulnerabilities and passions.
They Don't Know
Single (1979)

The story of how I came to know her work isn't
very interesting. I grew up in a city with no
alternative radio, and only started hearing her
music (mostly through backing vocals at first)
when I went away to college. One day I was
flipping through the used CDs and came across
a copy of Electric Landlady. I thought "oh, it's
that girl from the Pogues song" and added it to
my pile. Little did I know at the time ...

What does Kirsty know about this guy that others don't readily see? She firmly believes in her lover,
friends be damned. We'll see her revisit this 'sixth sense' about the guys she loves as her songwriting
develops. I particularly adore her declaration that she has her "eyes wide open" to "see the signs." Signs
from whom? Her lover or her friends? Does she have autonomy and control in this relationship?
Sexuality
by Billy Bragg
Don'tTry This At Home (1991)

Listen to the backing vocals on the word "Sexuality" in the chorus. That's Kirsty! Billy dares use the line
"Just because you're gay, I won't turn you away." It took thirteen years after Tom Robinson's Glad To Be
Gay for Sexuality to be the next song to have positive overtly gay lyrics. As a young queer radical when
this song hit both in the UK and in the US, I love that via this track Kirsty subconsciously came into my
aural field. Bonus: Johnny Marr co-wrote this song and plays guitar. Kirsty also did backing vocals on a
number of Smiths tracks. She is everywhere! Bonus bonus: The London remix of Sexuality has Kirsty's
backing vocals solo without Billy's lead!

l

My Affair
Electric Landlady (1991)

Sexy tales of insatiable desire set to a bouncy Latin backing track plus a male chorus in Spanish?
Si! Que bueno! The turn of the phrase "my affair" in each biographical incident takes it up a level in
meaning each time. Here is a woman coming out as responsible for her own desires even in the face of
some very dangerous flirtations.
Caroline
Single/ Galore (1995)

Oh honey, Caroline knows. Would she honestly have left a message like that on your answer phone? Yet
Kirsty can't look into Caroline's eyes and "tell her love is blind." Kirsty knows she could have stopped
her new lover at any time, and once again lets her heart lead to pursue passion. Was this honestly
accidental chemistry? Hard to tell.
Treachery
Tropical Brainstorm (2000)

lyrically beautiful story of obsession, told unbelievably as the star pursuing a fan. The narrative comes
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to a head when Kirsty describes in detail about her fan buying a CD by a different woman artist, taking
it home, and dancing in stocking feet to it. Listen to the two lines right before she recounts the stalking.
Kirsty backs herself in a different register with a darker emphasis on the words. Proper creepy!
Here Comes That Man Again
Tropical Brainstorm (2000)
Whoo boy! Remember how little Internet bandwidth existed in 2000? No wonder she tells her horny
anonymous Dutch pornographer playmate "Baby, you look like a ghost and sound like a Dalek to me."
Another track with complex, sexy, sassy word play that illustrates truly the frustrations we bleeding edge
cybersex aficionados had to contend with in pioneer days. God bless European unity, indeed! Sexy, sexy
unity!

Every October 10th...
I get sad
by tony reay
Many years back, when I was living in Dallas (Texas duh ..) I found a copy of an album by an English
female singer that I had never heard of before. It was in a cut-out bin for 50 cents. It had a striking
cover and also contained two different versions of the same song so how could I resist? How bad could
it be for 50 cents?

Celestine
Tropical
Brainstorm (2000)
I find this the most
disturbing track of
all Kirsty's songs.
She slut shames
herself by creating
this imaginary
Celestine upon
whom she projects
all her partying
and liaisons to
the denial of her
own identity. Or
. does she? Are the
dreams real or
metaphorical? Is she bi-polar or disassociating? Is she acting out or only dreaming she's acting out?
I'm alternately a little scared for Kirsty but want to meet Celestine.
England 2 Columbia 0
Tropical Brainstorm (2000)
The tango rhythm and the castanets set the tone for a tale of post divorce dating. Kirsty very nearly
falling into an adultery trap with "a lying git" who is taking advantage of her interest in him. Her
obfuscation about being a single parent is nothing in comparison to this git's lying about every aspect
of his life. Interesting how her friends are the ones who tip her off and take care of her after the
revelation of the git's untoward intentions.
Us Amazonians
Tropical Brainstorm (2000)
I hear a broad expression of non-conforming gender roles, an establishment of new dating rituals and
emotional connections in a technologically advancing world whenever I listen to this song. Kirsty yet
again has an insight into a man she loves. She is confident she can integrate him into her world and
elevate him along with affirming herself without losing her identity or way of life.

I took it home and fell in love ... great stuff... and, for some months afterwards, I tried very hard to get
hold of other recordings she had made but no-one really seemed to know who she was.
Two years passed and I made a trip back to the UK to see my Mama, and fully expected to be able
to walk into any record shop and find an entire section of stuff by this wonderful singer/writer. .. but
NNNnnnoooooooo ! !
She had had one hit record
and that's all anyone knew.
On the Friday before I was
due to go home (on the
following Monday afternoon)
I was SURE that she was
probably playing live at some
pub right around the corner
and I'd miss it... so I called
her record company around
mid-afternoon and asked if
anyone had a schedule for
her. ..
I explained that I was on
vacation from the States,
and how I was desperate
to find out SOMETHING about this person ... and was handed around from department to department
until eventually the promotions secretary told me that she wasn't with them anymore and they didn't
know who she had signed with now ... but she used to be managed by... ******* and she gave me their
number.
It was now LATE afternoon, on a Friday and my heart was sinking, but I tried it anyway...
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It rang and rang for about ten minutes. No-one answered.

no idea what it was but assumed it was from my mother • some important trifle that I had forgotten to
pack when leaving her house, no doubt.

I had a beer... then another beer... at almost six I called the manager's office again. Some feller
answered the phone on the second ring ... I was overjoyed but it didn't last long. "Naw", he said "We
don't handle her anymore". I of course, asked him who did, and he said he didn't know ... and why was I
asking, anyway?
I, once again, launched into this long and involved story about the 50 cent record and the trip over and
the deadline and being terrified that she was performing and I would miss her, and he listened all the
way through before he said "I KNOW she ain't playing anywhere 'cos she's in the studio but I do know
she's now signed to*****, label and he gave me the number.

I
J

I

At 6:15 ON AFRIDAY, I called a London record company office. You can imagine how optimistic I was ..
but someone actually answered the phone.

"

It was the cleaner.:. she only answered the phone because she was expecting her son to call her about
a new job and ... etc ... but I managed to tell her what I wanted to know.
She, of course, said that she had no idea where anyone was recording but, if I wanted she'd write down
my contact information and see if she couldn't leave it, with a note, on SOMEONE'S desk ...
What did I have to lose ... I told her the address of my niece's flat were we were staying 'til departure,
and also asked her to write down my Texas address, which she did. I thought that maybe SOMEDAY, I
MIGHT get a cocktail napkin with a signature scrawled on it.
I hung up and began scouring the papers for signs of a gig she might be at... I didn't find one, although
I DID find out that Spike Milligan and Dominic Behan were doing a book signing of Dominic's new
biography on Spike just a short tube ride away ... so, off I went...
I got to talk to Spike for about fifteen minutes, he and Dominic signed the book ... I was on cloud nine
and forgot completely about my earlier frustration.

r
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I spent Saturday and Sunday seeing the
sights with my wife and packing for the
return flight to Dallas.
I (and the neighbourhood) was aroused
on Monday morning by a loud insistent
banging on the apartment door. I threw
on a robe and opened it quickly before
the entire city rose up and killed me.
It was a courier, asking for me by name
with a package. I signed and really had

Nope• it was a cassette tape and a two page letter. It was a collection of singles, B-sides and outtakes
from the album I had bought on a whim ... and the other side of the tape was the rough mixes of
the new album that she was working on. She was kind and thanked me for my persistence and my
appreciation of her music and she told me that if I played the new stuff to ANYONE she'd "send the boys
round".
She also told me never to expect this kind of treatment again as she was unbelievably busy and horribly
unorganised.
I was stunned and, when I got back to Texas, I wrote to her (she had listed her HOME ADDRESS on
the note ... ) and thanked her. From that day forward she would send me little care packages, picture
disks, tapes of tunes that she really liked by a wide range of people, demos she was doing on other
albums and, among other things, a tape of her and Keith and Ronnie · blind drunk and celebrating her
birthday ... they "sing" a selection of Everly Brothers tunes ... but her tapes were always accompanied by
hastily and often drunkenly scrawled postcards. She sent me pictures of her kids and I sent her some
of my own. When she eventually got some US bookings and was gonna play Texas, she called me and
asked me to come and we finally met.
But, mostly, we remained pen-fan and artist.

I
I
I
I
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I never got over the idea that she had, on getting this doubtless jumbled message from some unknown
Texas fan, hastily written by the cleaning lady and left on SOMEONE'Sdesk, had taken the time to
make such a wonderful gesture as to record me a tape and to trust enough to include some of the
new material. I have since found out that she was this way with everyone ... open and kind and, most
importantly, a fan herself... a fan of music in general with extremely broad tastes and, as is often the
case, a horrible lack of self confidence in her own boundless talent.
When she was taken so tragically and so early from us by a horrible boating accident, we lost not just a·
superb singer/writer and arranger but, perhaps most importantly, a warm and wonderful person and a
true fan
Go in peace Kirsty... maybe this story will persuade someone to pick up a record and give it ashot...
that's the way fandom works.

I Attached is a copy of the note she sent with the tape.
I
I
I ._..
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I went to Boulder for the funeral of one of my
oldest and dearest friends ... even ~
though it was the end of March,
~
\
it was still bitterly cold ...
The cheap ticket I had bought to 'I
fly from Dallas said I had to spend
at least one night in Denver so I
< ~
was stuck for something to do .. and
9, \
looked in the paper.
%, 1
Unbelievable - Kirsty was in town in
\ \ \
Boulder, just down the road. She and I \
.
had been penfriends until recently when
\ ~
she had played Dallas and we finally got
to meet.
... •• - ·I took my trusty hand held cassette recorder
· ...
on down and got there just as the set was
. ~
starting ...
I had met the soundman/roadie before and, after I bought him a beer,
he allowed me to stand next to him at the soundboard and put my
recorder on the console.
This resulting tape, a bit dodgy on the first tune, turned out to be
pretty damned excellent.. it's just Kirsty with a three piece band (Pete
Glenister, Marcus Williams and Roger Jones).
I have uploaded two versions, one is the set broken into individual
tunes and the other is just the complete set, audience, tuning and
all ...
After the show and the encores, Kirsty and the band came out into
the club, as they often did, to meet the fans, sign autographs and
schmooze ... when she saw me she did a double take and punched
me in the stomach .. "wot the 'ell are you doin' 'ere" she said ..."'ang on
and we'll go out to the bus".
After a few minutes more with her adoring fans, she took my arm and
let me to the bus out back, with the rest of the band. I told her, as we
smoked a little and drank some beers, why I was in town .. and that I
had taped the show ..
She told me ... "you'll need a cover then ..." and she had Roger take
the picture of her and Pete and myself that has adorned the cassette
case ever since (downloaders can crop me out, I'll understand ... )
I had forgotten how good she and the band were until I came to
digitise this tape ... never REAL comfortable onstage, she was halfway
into the US tour of '95 and far from the critics of the coasts .. in a
small club with a hot band .. and she really relaxed.

\

Marcus w,//;Oft1S 1
l>rtb>1S: ,f'a:9er :JohnS
Gu,"tar: Pete Glen,-Ster
5et /;st :
t,tan,•c_ l>3/S I
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neeworld,
Mother's .f'u;n,
Bad,
Innoc_enc_e /

'>1/e 's On 71-,e Beach,

77-ea.d L,jhtly,
R'oll um Easy,
Ch,"/dren 0 1' 71-,e
,f'evolut,"on1
Can't 5to,P K,"//;"5 You,
My 1(/'/'a_;r,
15

M,"nutes,

5onn; Xm,
waJl(;"5 l>own Mad,"son,
You :Just #aven 't
Earned It Yet, Ba/,;,
I( New &ijlanl
&ic.oreS
they l>on 't Know
Ch,j> 5hof'
I want

to Be

5edtZted
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I hope you enjoy this show as much as I did .. or close anyway.
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Camp is difficult to define.The comically tragic/tragically comic quality described by John
Waters in character on The Simpsons is a handy summary, certainly applicable to some of Kirsty's
material.
In the case of Kirsty's first band, The Drug Add ix, in which she was a backing vocalist, and
went by Mandy Doubt, it is important to note that one song the lads and she recorded was called
'Gay Boys In Bondage', and is a MORE eyes-rol led-up, eyebrows-arched piece of sleaze-pop than
the inspiration, Lou Reed , was guilty of anymore by 1978. It's not a great song but, like The Smiths'
"Handsome Devil", it is full of ambiguities and ironies, albeit less subtle ones.
Her solo career began in 1979 with 'They Don't Know', a loving tribute to girl-group cliches, made
even more cartoonish and fey by Tracey Ullman's hit version.
Camp is also a way of looking at the world, which embraces conventions and lampoons them. In
a musical sense, it is often found in pastiches, such as the country tones which creep into Kirsty's
work. While she had an attraction towards the themes of heartbreak and stoic survival, she was
also aware of the masochism and self-effacement that fastened to the women in many of these
songs. Hence her first hit, 'There's A Guy Works Down The Chip Shop Swears He's Elvis', in 1981.
. When one thinks about it, there are dark elements to the Presley story, such as intimations of incest
and pedophilia, and the tale did not end well. However, the surface of the song is a bright slice of
50s mock-rockabilly, and the 'uh-huh-huh' interjections nudge the piece towards arch parody. The
enthusiasm of her vocal style, which is nearing the "wall of Kirstys" approach, concealed some of its
venom from the listener, though how one could miss "he's a liar, and I'm not sure about you " and
"you don't mean anything you say at all" is beyond me.
After Desperate Character, Polydor released her, so she returned to Stiff, who had put out her first
singles. She released a few 45s, such as "He's On The Beach", which is about a male friend who
moves to Australia to 'become someone else' and 'be happy', as he 'longed for changes', and is now
'out of reach' and has 'changed somehow'. I hear a coming-out story, and the fact that it sounds like
a Smiths track increases the homoerotic sensibility.
Forced into inactivity under her own name, as she was unable to get her contract with the bankrupt
Stiff corpse bought out, she managed to continue in a camp/ironic mode, through her duet with
The Pogues on 'Fairytale of New York'. Not every occurrence of 'faggot' speaks to the author being
homophobic - the narrator and the writer are not identical.
With The Smiths, she sang on 'Golden Lights', the Twinkle song, in a ghostly arrangement that I adore,
and 'Ask', which rivals The Tiger Lil lies' "Slough" in terms of over-the-top reactions to how boring
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ano 1urncrous one-s 1ove-me
and/or town is. Wouldn't it
be easier to move (on) than to
reduce the town and loved one to
radioactive ashes?
In 1989, with legal issues
resolved, she re-emerged as a
mature artist with a complex
vocal style. Kite (1989) is recognizably pop, but not modern pop, as there are no electronics to be
found, though there are strings. The sugar of "Innocence" is cut with acid about how the antagonist
makes people too sick to eat, and how it would take a gunshot to clear his head a while, sung in a
web of intricate harmonies and including that stalwart device of camp - cameos from her sons on
a couple of lines. To continue The Smiths' connection, the CD bonus tracks included her version of
"You Just Haven't Earned It Yet Baby", which is one of the meanest, funniest tracks in their catalogue,
and as Kirsty had no bad dealings with Geoff Travis, it is a balloon of poison pen ink thrown at an
unspecified target. Makes a nice splat, though.
With Electric Landlady (1991), Kirsty created a fuller, more 'modern' sound, with horns, drum
machines and synthesizers. "Walking Down Madison" features a rap that undercuts the genre's
growing tendency to celebrate selfish, empty wealth, by being an attack on the callous State. "My
Affair" is a giddy Latin number with cod-Spanish tossed in, replete with 'Carry On' wink-and-nudge,
while "The One And Only" hopes that her life would not read like a joke in an old Christmas cracker.
Nine years later, being killed by an embodiment of greed and corruption sadly qualifies as dashing
that hope.
Kirsty's battle with record companies led to a one-off album on m, Titanic Days (1993). It's more
sparse than its predecessor, but still contains the marvelously over-blown ode-to-romantic-BDSM
that is the title track, the darkly comic 'Can't Stop Killing You' and the deadpan warning/promise of
'Bad'.
From there, Kirsty entered into a writer's block and a divorce, so, other than one original and a
cover of "Perfect Day" with Evan Dando on a greatest hits package in 1995, she fell silent until
2000, with Tropical Brainstorm. Inspired by her visits to Cuba, it has a more unified sound than
its predecessors, as the basic tracks were done by her and Pete Glenister. The gleefully wicked "In
These Shoes?" received the camp kiss of approval from Bette Midler, while "Treachery" and "Here
Comes That Man Again" reflect the complicated mix of dread and lust that characterize relationships
for some women these days.
Right after finishing a song with Phillip Chevron for a proposed musical (yes, her last recording was
on a show tune by a gay man - what more crowning moment of camp and irony?), she went to
Mexico for a vacation with her sons, a destination recommended by Morrissey. The sad story is well
reported from here.
RIP, Kirsty, my Queen of the High Camp.
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